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The highest cracking and grading 
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Big feeder  hopper . Adjustable belt speed. Its 500 Kg 
capacity give autonomy for continuous garlic feeding to the 
cracker during enough time to  refilled and managing the 
sorted cloves boxes by only one person.

New efficient and safe cloves cracker design. The 
new cracker design improve the cracking capacity without 
damage the cloves even with different bulb sizes. Its  
additional number of brushes and its studied disposition 
unload the cloves separated from bulb skins, roots..

4 Great Diameter concentric drums cloves grader. The special grader with five separated exits, load the big boxes 
with regular cloves sizes at highest capacity. Cloves graded ready to be planted.

6 metres long inspection belt.

The widest inspection belt let to the workers find 
the cloves non valid to be planted and remove them 
before grading

Powerful vacuum of waste.

Two powerful fans vacuum the skins, roots and other 
elements from the belt. The vacuum capacity can be 
adjusted to avoid eliminate good seed cloves.

Precise grading.

The different cloves sizes are easily stored in different 
boxes for industrial applications of to be planted with 
the same agronomical requirements.

Details that make the difference.
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Design prepared for high performance.

The JJ Broch garlic cracker Mo B has been designed 
for big production and high availability of garlic cloves 
graded by sizes to be planted with reduced labour 
costs.

1.300 Kg/h
 more than…

CAREFUL
Adjustable at any bulb size.

cracking

The splitter belts separation is adjusted to the bulb size. The progressive pressure/friction combination crack the 
bulbs but take care the cloves.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Feeder 

Thresher

Suction

Selection belt

Feeder S

Sorter

Total length (cm)

1.650

Length (cm)

240

160

45

300

296

250

Performance  (Kg/h)

more than 1.300 Kg.

Width  (cm)

175

82

45

70

106

207

Tension (V)

380

Power  (C.V.)

0.5

1.5

2

0.5

0.5

0.5

* Optional Equipment

* Waste material extraction.
* Twin cloves 4 concentric drums grader.


